
Inclusion Resources 
 
These resources have been selected to help support children in an inclusion classroom. 
These are the same resources that are used by Teaching Assistants to help develop language of 
early English learners. 
Resources highlighted in blue are those used for the earliest English learners. 
 
RESOURCES: 
Please ask: 
*If you would like to use any of these resources—and need them made into lines on desks, or cards 
*If you would like more of any of them 
*If you would like any of them in a bigger poster size—we may have one 
 
WORKSHEETS: 
A sample range of worksheets have been included. The ones used most regularly have been 
laminated. 
Samples of worksheets available in the inclusion room have been included for your information. 
 
THIS FILE INCLUDES: 
 
RESOURCES: 
 *Numeracy Resources 
 *Literacy Resources 
  -verbs  
 *General Resources 
  -colours 
  - stationery 
  -body parts 
  -clothing 
 
WORKSHEETS: 
 *number 
 *patterns and shapes 
 *literacy and handwriting 
 *colour and shape 
 *general  
 
ADMIN AND RECORDING 
 *Literacy Targets 
 *Numeracy Targets 
 *EAL strategies 



Numeracy Inclusion Resources 
 

 

*numbers 1-10 pictures and numbers 
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary 

*numbers 1-20 With a blank square to draw if required 
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary 

*counting in 10s and 100s  
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary 

*basic operations 2 more words 
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary 

*shapes To support Reception Level Numeracy Objectives 
Located: Maths ->Shapes 

*size To support Reception Level Numeracy Objectives 
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary 

*comparisons 1 To support Reception Level Numeracy Objectives 
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary (Opposites 1) 

*comparisions 2  
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary (Opposites 2) 

  

*basic operations simple words 
Located: Maths ->Display: Posters and Vocabulary 



*picture alphabet line These can also be cut out and stuck on the desk as 
an alphabet line 
Located: Literacy ->Alphabet Line with Pictures 

*alphabet line To stick on the desk as an alphabet line. 
(Take care—Comic Sans—not all letters are  
accurately shaped) 
Located: Literacy -> Alphabet Line 

*letter groups  
Located: Literacy -> Shaping Letters 

*High Frequency Words- 
Reception 

simple words 
Located: Literacy -> High Frequency Word Lists 

*Hi Frequency Words- 
flash cards 

more words 
Located: Literacy -> High Frequency Word Lists 

*Words- 
Years 1-2 

 
Located: Literacy -> High Frequency Word Lists 

*Words- 
Years 1-2 flash cards 

 
Located: Literacy -> High Frequency Word Lists 

*verbs 
  -actions 
  -actions (ending in ...ing) 
  -work words 
  -not work words 
 

Picture Word Lists 
 
Located: Literacy -> Word and Sentence Level Work ->Verbs 

*singular/plural 
   -More than one—add s 
   -Plural– add es 
   -Other plurals 
 

 
 
Located: Literacy -> Word and Sentence Level Work -> Plurals 

  

Literacy Inclusion Resources 
 
 



General Inclusion Resources 
 

 

*colours paint spots—this is also available as an A2 poster 
Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword Lists 

*colours—alliteration Can also be prepared as cards 
Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword Lists 

*find my colour examples of objects commonly found in various  
colours 
Located: Literacy -> Word and Sentence Level Work  
->Adjectives 

*stationery 2 Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword Lists 

*body parts Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword Lists  
(scroll down to 'Science') 

*clothing Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword Lists 
(scroll down to 'Clothing') 

  

  

  

*stationery Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword Lists 



Numeracy Worksheets 
 

 

*number workbook Located: Numeracy -> 
Maths Activities and Information ->  
Number Drills Booklet 

*Dice worksheets 
   -write numbers from dots on dice 
   -add one to a number on dice 
   -add two to numbers on dice 
   -add numbers on dice 

Use dice to do these worksheets. 
The blank worksheet can be used for 
any dice (12 sided, fractions etc) 
Located: Numeracy -> Basic Operations -> 
Adding and Subtracting -> Dice 

*number and counting worksheets A few photocopied examples from 
Workbooks 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Literacy Worksheets 
 

 

*handwriting exercises A few examples included that have 
been photocopied from books 

*alphabet exercises A few examples included that have 
been photocopied from books 

*picture / word template This template can be used for any  
subject where you can identify nouns. 
Draw the picture and write the name. 
Located: Literacy ->  
Word and Sentence Level Work -> Nouns 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Colour Worksheets 
 

 

*colour words outline of colour words 
Located: Other -> EAL Resources -> Keyword 
Lists ->General 

*colour A few examples photocopied from 
workbooks 

*colour and shape Located: Numeracy -> Shape -> Shapes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



General Worksheets 
 

 

*All About Me—Workbook 1 A general introduction. 
Write a short sentence (preferably 
guided) and draw a picture 
Located: Literacy -> Foundation Literacy  
Activities and Materials -> Workbooks 

*All About People at School Located: Literacy -> Foundation Literacy  
Activities and Materials -> Workbooks 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Admin and Recording 
 

 

*Literacy Targets Located: Literacy ->   
Targets and Levelling Sheets 

*Numeracy Targets Located: Numeracy ->  
Key Objectives from the Numeracy Strategy 

*EAL Strategies  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


